DTN FastRacks®

Get a better rack fuel contract
benchmark
When you’re in charge of large fuel purchase contracts for vehicle
fleets, there are many choices to evaluate. Like any large business
transaction, due diligence is a must. Benchmarking prices at
the rack is critical. Why? Without a reliable benchmark for rack
pricing, you could end up overpaying for fuel. DTN FastRacks is the
definitive rack fuel pricing benchmark.

Why DTN®?
We are the trusted facilitators of nearly every downstream energy
transaction in America. From posting to purchase to lifting, if a
refined fuels product is being bought or sold in the United States,
it’s more than likely the people involved in the transaction rely on
DTN. We’ve spent years working side-by-side with downstream
energy professionals to shape solutions and improve processes,
advancing the future of our industry.
• We track 800+ unique refined fuel products at more than
1,900 U.S and Canadian terminals
• We process transactions for over 96% of refined fuels bought
and sold in the United States

See it for yourself
Get a personal
demonstration of
how we can give
you the assurance
you need in your
fuel contracts.
Reach out to a
DTN expert today,
and become more
confident in your
rack fuel price
purchase decisions.

DTN FastRacks®
The highest standards

Ready to work?

DTN FastRacks is the most accurate
source of rack price averaging because
we process the transactions — we do not
negotiate price listings with individual
jobbers. We don’t include customerspecific prices or tiered pricing. Our prices
are posted through automated processes,
eliminating bias and error. Only prices
that are public and available for lifting are
listed. This makes our rack pricing reports
honest and reliable.

So are we. Your custom DTN FastRacks
report is released multiple times a day, so
no matter when you intend to lift, there’s a
recent rack price report to consult to make
your best purchase decisions. In addition,
we include data for every terminal in the
location you need, giving you an extensive
picture of your market. We also include
listings beyond the rack low. For example,
you might want to compare branded versus
unbranded fuel. DTN has you covered. You’ll
always be in the know and in control of your
contract benchmarking.

Vetted for outliers
We evaluate rack price lists for outliers
— prices far above or below the rest. We
eliminate them before they can pollute
the data and affect the benchmark.
When you’re talking about large fuel
contracts, bad data means wasted
money. DTN FastRacks protects you
from misleading averages.

In this dynamic refined fuels landscape, reliable, fast rack price
averaging is critical. No one provides a better, more costeffective service than DTN.
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